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sexual and domestic violence against jewish women bianca ... - 1 sexual and domestic violence against
jewish women bianca hasten, b.a. annotated bibliography cares, alison and gretchen cusick. “risks and
opportunities of faith and culture: the bibliography on sexual and domestic violence - bibliography on
sexual and domestic violence this selected bibliography, presented in alphabetical order according to authors,
is a resource for congregations, clergy and other religious leaders, secular and faith advocates, counselors,
forgotten soldiers: jewish women and the american civil war - jewish woman, 1861-1865,” as well as
chapters dedicated to jewish women in the works mentioned previously all provide significant research and
information about jewish women in the american civil war. judaism and feminism - nmc.utoronto - judaism
and feminism tanhum yoreh in this course we will explore the key issues that arise in judaism with the advent
of feminism. in particular, we will examine ritualistic, social and legal issues that pertain to women in judaism.
[from avotaynu, volume 23, no. 1, spring 2007 ... - lokalgeschichte der juden (bibliography on germanjewish family research and on recent regional and local history of the jews) by angelika g. ellmann-krüger and
dietrich ellmann, (wiesbaden: harrassowitz verlag, 2006), isbn 978-3-447-05447-8. €49.80, (approximately
$65). annotated bibliography on the holocaust - annotated bibliography on the holocaust there are many
excellent books on the holocaust for students. the list below, while not comprehensive, provides students with
titles to consider as they continue reading and researching about the holocaust. the titles are identified as
fiction or nonfiction; however, even those titles identified as fiction are often based on historical events. titles
are ... reading hebrew tombstones - bolechow jewish heritage society - reading hebrew tombstones
jewish tombstones with hebrew inscriptions have an added value to genealogists, in that they not only show
the date of uncovering the lived experience of community-dwelling ... - a jewish woman of 80 years – in
theory, the youngest woman eligible for participation in this study – would have been born in the mid-1930s,
and would have come of age, for example, between 1945 and 1955. women in the w esleyan and united
methodist traditions: a ... - the bibliography's primary focus is the united methodist church and its
predecessors. secondarily, we have included titles from the british tradition, particularly from the time of the
wesleyan revival. the maiden of ludmir: a jewish holy woman and her world ... - the maiden of ludmir: a
jewish holy woman and her world (review) judith reesa baskin shofar: an interdisciplinary journal of jewish
studies, volume 24, number bibliography - mesa public schools - a comprehensive look at the life of anne
frank, her family, and the friends who helped them and other jews to elude nazi soldiers for two years by
hiding in an attic. focus on the american jewish family - ajc archives - focus on the american jewish
family: a select annotated bibliography 1970-1982 compiled by david singer ciio the american jewish
committee, institute of human relations, 165 east 56 street, new york, n.y. 10022. the william petschek
national jewish family center e. robert goodkind, chairman yehuda rosenman, director the william petschek
national jewish family center was created by the american ... holocaust a select bibliography - holocaust .
a select bibliography . this is not, by any means, a comprehensive bibliography on the topic. these are the
publications that are available in the research room of the dwight d. eisenhower presidential library. book list
#2: synagogues, clergy & jewish ritual - this comprehensive primer makes understanding judaism easy.
regina persisted by sandy eisenberg sasso, ages - w x in w _ y [, after years of hard work and struggle, regina
jonas became the first woman ever ordained as a rabbi. her story inspires us to pursue our dreams and to
persist even in the face of great challenges. in response to the tragedy at the synagogue in pittsburgh and to
rising ... russians, jews, and the pogroms of 1881 1882 - assets - russians, jews, and the pogroms of
1881–1882 anti-jewish pogroms rocked the russian empire in 1881–2, plunging both the jewish community and
the imperial authorities into crisis. focusing on a wide range of responses to the pogroms, this book offers the
most comprehensive, balanced, and complex study of the crisis to date. it presents a nuanced account of the
diversity of jewish political ...
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